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Please note
• IBM’s statements regarding its plans, directions, and intent are subject to change
or withdrawal without notice and at IBM’s sole discretion.
• Information regarding potential future products is intended to outline our general
product direction and it should not be relied on in making a purchasing decision.
• The information mentioned regarding potential future products is not a commitment,
promise, or legal obligation to deliver any material, code or functionality. Information about
potential future products may not be incorporated into any contract.
• The development, release, and timing of any future features or functionality described for
our products remains at our sole discretion.
• Performance is based on measurements and projections using standard IBM benchmarks
in a controlled environment. The actual throughput or performance that any user will
experience will vary depending upon many factors, including considerations such as the
amount of multiprogramming in the user’s job stream, the I/O configuration, the storage
configuration, and the workload processed. Therefore, no assurance can be given that an
individual user will achieve results similar to those stated here.
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Notices and disclaimers
•© 2018 International Business Machines Corporation. No part of this
document may be reproduced or transmitted in any form without
written permission from IBM.
•U.S. Government Users Restricted Rights — use, duplication or
disclosure restricted by GSA ADP Schedule Contract with IBM.
•Information in these presentations (including information relating to
products that have not yet been announced by IBM) has been
reviewed for accuracy as of the date of initial publication and could
include unintentional technical or typographical errors. IBM shall have
no responsibility to update this information. This document is
distributed “as is” without any warranty, either express or
implied. In no event, shall IBM be liable for any damage arising
from the use of this information, including but not limited to, loss
of data, business interruption, loss of profit or loss of
opportunity. IBM products and services are warranted per the terms
and conditions of the agreements under which they are provided.
•IBM products are manufactured from new parts or new and used
parts.
In some cases, a product may not be new and may have been
previously installed. Regardless, our warranty terms apply.”
•Any statements regarding IBM's future direction, intent or
product plans are subject to change or withdrawal without notice.

•Performance data contained herein was generally obtained in a
controlled, isolated environments. Customer examples are presented
as illustrations of how those
•customers have used IBM products and the results they may have
achieved. Actual performance, cost, savings or other results in other
operating environments may vary.
•References in this document to IBM products, programs, or services
does not imply that IBM intends to make such products, programs or
services available in all countries in which IBM operates or does
business.
•Workshops, sessions and associated materials may have been
prepared by independent session speakers, and do not necessarily
reflect the views of IBM. All materials and discussions are provided for
informational purposes only, and are neither intended to, nor shall
constitute legal or other guidance or advice to any individual
participant or their specific situation.
•It is the customer’s responsibility to insure its own compliance
with legal requirements and to obtain advice of competent legal
counsel as to the identification and interpretation of any relevant laws
and regulatory requirements that may affect the customer’s business
and any actions the customer may need to take to comply with such
laws. IBM does not provide legal advice or represent or warrant that its
services or products will ensure that the customer follows any law.
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Notices and disclaimers
continued
•Information concerning non-IBM products was obtained from the
suppliers of those products, their published announcements or other
publicly available sources. IBM has not tested those products about
this publication and cannot confirm the accuracy of performance,
compatibility or any other claims related to non-IBM
products. Questions on the capabilities of non-IBM products should be
addressed to the suppliers of those products. IBM does not warrant
the quality of any third-party products, or the ability of any such thirdparty products to interoperate with IBM’s products. IBM expressly
disclaims all warranties, expressed or implied, including but not
limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness
for a purpose.
•The provision of the information contained herein is not intended to,
and does not, grant any right or license under any IBM patents,
copyrights, trademarks or other intellectual property right.
•IBM, the IBM logo, ibm.com and [names of other referenced IBM
products and services used in the presentation] are trademarks of
International Business Machines Corporation, registered in many
jurisdictions worldwide. Other product and service names might
be trademarks of IBM or other companies. A current list of IBM
trademarks is available on the Web at "Copyright and trademark
information" at: www.ibm.com/legal/copytrade.shtml.
•.
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Agenda
•
•
•
•
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Developer Capabilities
How to create a custom application
Documentation
Next steps
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Bringing it all together
Cloud Integration
•
•
•
•

Activity and Update Streams
Integrated Applications
Integrated Spaces & Communities
Integrated Conversations
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Customize the User
Experience in the Cloud!

•Enhance
Inject CSS and
JavaScript
into users
•Extend
browser.
•Inject
IBM Connections and
Connections Cloud
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Paul, from his Important To Me
bar, creates a new Salesforce
Opportunity using a Extension

Gloria is able to
launch a
Customizer based
embedded
experiece to see
the new
opportunity

An event workflow is triggered from the
Salesforce update and creates an event in
Gloria’s ActivityStream by calling a custom
Cloud Function

How to put AI into Work

Think 2018 / DOC ID /
Month XX, 2018 / ©
2018 IBM Corporation
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IBM Watson Workspace

Workstream collaboration with the built-in AI power of Watson
• Persistent, group and direct
messaging
• File sharing and storage
• Searchable history
• Notifications + See who’s
available
• Native apps for all your
devices
• Apps & custom integrations
• Open API’s for developers
• Enterprise grade single signon
• Built-in Watson AI technology
enables users to focus on
what’s important.
IBM Watson Workspace & Work Services
© 2018 IBM Corporation

IBM Watson Workspace:
Intelligent Collaborative Spaces

IBM Watson Workspace
Conversations
Collaboration Spaces
New : Video Meetings

Trainable

Understand Business
Conversations

Take Actions
Extensible

New : Industry Solution Templates
IBM Watson Workspace & Work Services
© 2018 IBM Corporation
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Watson Workspace Platform

IBM Watson Workspace
Applications

Intelligent Workstream
Collaboration

Cognitive APIs

App APIs

Understand Business
Conversations

Take Action

Template APIs

Structured solutions

CRM, Sales, Talent, Marketing,
Service Mgt, IOT, Supply chain…

Industries

IBM Watson Work Services Platform

IBM Watson
Watson Workspace and Work
12
Services

Conversation

Discovery

Compare
+ Comply

Knowledge
Query

Tone Analysis

Personality
Insights

Visual
Recognition

Speech

Document
Conversion

Nat. Language
Understanding

Nat. Language
Classifier

+ more...

5/20/18

How is AI used in Watson Workspace?

Take action
Focus on what
matters most

Recommends actions you
can take, using your tools,
without leaving the
conversation.

Streamline
business
processes
Trained to understand
the dialect of your
industry and job role

Moments highlight what’s
important to help you focus.

IBM Watson Workspace & Work Services
© 2018 IBM Corporation
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Full Documentation of APIs & Webhooks
Developer.watsonwork.ibm.com/docs
• Full overview of the Work Services
Programming model.
• How to guide to leverage Action
Fulfillment framework.
• New! Information on building
Custom Space Templates.

Create an app for Workspace

• How do you do that?
• Get started with Github samples: github.com/watsonwork
• Need more?
• We got it: Awesome getting started video
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HI1fjSmxjSo
• ISV partner? Let’s discuss an integration in our app catalogs.
#engageug
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Create a Custom Space Template

• How do you do that?
• Come see a session @ 11:30!
• Dev07 in the Sun Room with Kirti
& Vincent Burckhardt
• Get started with the APIs

• https://developer.watsonwork.ibm.com/docs/get-started/coming-next

#engageug
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Paul, from his Important To Me
bar, creates a new Salesforce
Opportunity using a Extension

Gloria is able to
launch a
Customizer based
embedded
experiece to see
the new
opportunity

An event workflow is triggered from the
Salesforce update and creates an event in
Gloria’s ActivityStream by calling a custom
Cloud Function

demo.

Think 2018 / DOC ID /
Month XX, 2018 / ©
2018 IBM Corporation
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Great! How do I do this myself?
Think 2018 / DOC ID /
Month XX, 2018 / ©
2018 IBM Corporation
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Serverless

Think 2018 / DOC ID /
Month XX, 2018 / ©
2018 IBM Corporation
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Value of Server-less

• The ability to deploy your apps without
provisioning and managing a server.
• Deploy the logic of your application as is.
• No need to
1. set up a web server
2. route a request to a particular piece of logic
• Think of this as “Function as a Service.

Think 2018 / DOC ID /
Month XX, 2018 / ©
2018 IBM Corporation
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IBM Cloud Functions

• Ecosystem provides access to the Apache
OpenWhisk ecosystem in which anyone can contribute
their action code as building blocks to the expanding
repository.
• Enables developers to quickly build apps with action
sequences that execute in response to our eventdriven world.
• Leverage the benefits of cognitive services
• within the event-trigger-action workflow, makes
cognitive analysis of application data inherent to your
workflows.
• Pay for actual use rather than pre-allocated capacity
• Action instances scale to meet demand
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Using IBM Cloud Functions
for Collaboration Apps
• Connections example (Stefano)

Think 2018 / DOC ID /
Month XX, 2018 / ©
2018 IBM Corporation

• WWS example (Scott)
• Templates?
• Whiskdeploy
• Sample app
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Serverless : Atomic Functions
•Products provide APIs.
•Whilst APIs by themselves are fundamental, they often do not
provide the granularity that is required for making simpler to
build an integrated solution.
•Take ”getting an IBM Connections profile”
• You may enter by ID
• You may enter by email
• Results are XML

Think 2018 / DOC ID /
Month XX, 2018 / ©
2018 IBM Corporation
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Serverless : algorithms
•Once you have your building block (Atomic Functions) you may
need to create an additional abstractions
•For instance, getting a Profile:
• I may require somebody else’s profile
• I may require MY OWN profile
•

Should I fetch my userId first ?

Think 2018 / DOC ID /
Month XX, 2018 / ©
2018 IBM Corporation
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Serverless : more algorithms
•Once you have your building block (Atomic Functions) you may
need to create an additional abstractions
•For instance, posting to the IBM Connections Activity Stream:
• You may need to address the target user by email address
but Atomic Functions do not provide this
• Implementing code in the Atomic _asPost function may be
causing duplication
• Suppose I want to post to myself…. Do I need to fetch my
userID before ?
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Serverless : business user
•Business Savvy user may need a more visual and less codecluttered approach
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